LYHL Baseball 2019 Spring Assessments
We are excited to announce that assessments will be done differently this year. We hope that
the change will be more organized and efficient for players, coaches, and parents. Tryouts will
be done individually instead of in groups. Players will need to show up in block arrivals. Coaches
will be there the whole time, but players and parents are free to go as soon as soon as their
individual tryouts are over.
The Process For ALL DIVISIONS
(times and dates vary depending on age/division)
Check-in: Players will check in at tables by concession stand and receive a number on their
hand. Then form a line along the fence (not on field) by the Home dugout of their designated
tryout field. It’s very important to show up in block arrival time assigned so that the lines do not
get too long.
Assessment: Estimated tryout time will be 2 to 3 minutes per player. One player at a time will
enter the designated field and give the coaches their number.
The player will be required to:
● Field 3 ground balls at shortstop while throwing to 1st
● Catch 2 fly balls from shortstop while throwing to 1st
● Hit 4 pitches(thrown or off tee) and on the 4th pitch run the bases
● Next Player up, repeat
Scoring Cards: The players will be judged on 5 categories: Fielding, fly balls, throwing, hitting,
and speed (see score card for scoring criteria).Coaches will total their score cards for each
player with a potential of 21 points. This total score is to help assist the coaches during draft for
all age divisions.

***10U American National/American League***
The score cards in this age division are what will be used to determine National and American
League Players. All coaches and board members score cards will be averaged together to give
each player a total score that will determine their placement in the league. IF A 10U PLAYER
CAN NOT MAKE IT TO TRYOUTS THEY WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE PLACED IN AMERICAN LEAGUE.

ASSESSMENT SCHEDULE
BLOCK ARRIVALS - This is the time that your are assigned to arrive for tryouts depending up on
the first letter of your last name. If a player can not make assessments they will be a hat pick in
the draft. Please email us at _________________________if you have anymore questions.
4U ASSESSMENTS - No tryouts all teams assigned by hat picks

February 3, 2019 1:00 - 3:30 pm
10U ASSESSMENTS ONLY
Foundation Park 10U Baseball Field
BLOCK ARRIVALS
1:00 pm - A,B,C
1:15 pm - D,E,F
1:30 pm - G,H,I
1:45 pm - J,K,L
2:00 pm - M,N,O, P, Q, R
2:30 pm - P, Q, R, S,T,U
2:45 pm - V,W,X
3:00 pm - Y,Z

February 5, 2019 6:00 - 7:00 PM (10U
MAKEUP ONLY) - No block arrival, show up

during time range, this is a makeup tryout for
10U players who could not make the Feb. 3rd
try out.
**If a 10U player can not make either one of
these tryout days then they will be a hat pick in
the American League**

February 10, 2019 1:00 - 3:30 pm
6U and 12U ASSESSMENTS
BLOCK ARRIVALS
1:00 pm - A,B,C
1:15 pm - D,E,F
1:30 pm - G,H,I
1:45 pm - J,K,L
2:00 pm - M,N,O
2:15 pm - P,Q,R
2:30 pm - S,T,U
2:45 pm - V,W,X
3:00 pm - Y,Z
6U ASSESSMENTS - Foundation Park Softball Field
12U ASSESSMENTS - Foundation Park 10U Baseball
Field

February 10, 2019 4:00 - 6:30 pm
8U and 14U ASSESSMENTS
BLOCK ARRIVALS
4:00 pm - A,B,C
4:15 pm - D,E,F
4:30 pm - G,H,I
4:45 pm - J,K,L
5:00 pm - M,N,O
5:15 pm - P,Q,R
5:30 pm - S,T,U
5:45 pm - V,W,X
6:00 pm - Y,Z
8U ASSESSMENTS - Foundation Park Softball Field
14U ASSESSMENTS - Foundation Park 10U Baseball
Field

